
Year 10 DT 
renDering



Use of depth in tone can make a 2D 
object appear 3D. 

Task: Using a range of tones, shade this 
circle to look like the sphere on the right.



DirecTion of LighT 



DirecTion of LighT 

Task: Render each shape 
using one colour only. Ensure 
you refer to the direction of 
light indicated by the arrows 
to use the correct tones on 
each of the shapes surfaces.  



renDering - WooD
1) Draw outline of block using 
yellow or light brown.

2) Shade lightly, 
leaving white gaps.

3) Add grain in a 
darker tone.



renDering - MeTaL
1) Draw outline of block 
lightly using a black 
pencil.

2) Shade in darker areas near 
the edges of each face, leaving 
the middle white.

3) Add tints of colour 
in centre.



renDering - PLasTic

2) Add lighter 
line either side 
of the centre line 
and shade gently 
around it.

1) Pick a bright 
colour to draw in 
outlines and 
diagonal line on 
front face.

3) Leave small 
white gap and 
then shade 
darker towards 
the edges.



renDering - gLass

1) Use blue to draw 
outline, including 
lines you can see 
through the glass.

2) Draw diagonal 
lines in opposite 
directions across 
the front face and 
back face.

3) Shade lightly 
towards each edge 
of the glass.



renDering - fabric

1) Draw outline 
without using a 
ruler.

2) Draw lots of 
diagonal lines 
across each face.

3) Draw lots of diagonal lines 
in the opposite direction over 
the top of the lines you have 
just drawn (cross-hatching).  
Shade lightly over white gaps.



renDering  MaTeriaLs Task

Wood Metal  Plastic  

Fabric  

Glass 

Task: Render the shapes below to make them look like each material. 



renDering – Tone



renDering – Tone
Task: Use tone to make the shape appear three dimensional 



isoMeTric ProjecTion 

Task: Draw the phone holder pictured opposite and render (colour): 



Wood, Glass, Ice, Jelly, Stone, 
Bricks, Slime, Steel, Gold, Diamond, 

Grass, Soil, Fur, Plastic, 

2. APPLY: CREATE 6 isometric 
cubes on your page and make 

them look like some of the 
following materials:Isometric 

rendered well 
tells us what 
materials to 

use when 
making and 

shows us what 
a final idea will 

look like

1. PRACTICE: Try to make the squares below look like the 
material….

Wood                             Metal                         Stone

Plastic     Fabric Glass

3. Write your initials in isometric and rendered in 2 different 
materials…

renDering in isoMeTric



orThograPhic ProjecTion 
Task: To the left are two examples of orthographic 
projection (front view, side view and top view). 
Complete an orthographic projection (front view, 
side view, top view) for the image below and 
render it. 
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